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Eagan, MN January 22, 2018 – TimeSolv, a leading provider of web-based software for legal billing and 

timekeeping, released an update last week that features the ability for law firms to easily and quickly 

split their invoices to send to multiple parties. 

This new feature allows users to split a matter as many times as they need and allocate the percentage 

of the invoice as they’d like. For example, if needed, a matter could be split three ways but one party 

could be responsible for 50% of the invoice total, the second party pays 30% and the third party is 

assigned the remaining 20%. The ability to split in an infinite number of ways and percentages means 

TimeSolv can handle any unique billing situation that occurs.  

The flexibility of TimeSolv’s split billing is already paying dividends for Keith Walther at Rose Law Group 

in Scottsdale, Arizona. 

“I was very excited to see TimeSolv implement the split billing feature, especially since we currently 

have a couple of significant matters that require different split billing set ups,” explained Walther. “It 

was incredibly easy to use and I particularly liked how you have the ability to set the percentage 

between the clients receiving the split bills; it didn’t automatically assume it would be a 50/50 split.” 

TimeSolv CEO Raza Hasan explained the reasoning behind this feature development. “Two things really 

led us to develop the ability to not just split bills but do it in a very flexible way. We heard from many, 

many of our clients who needed the ability to split an invoice and we also saw in examining the cloud-

based billing landscape that this was a feature not offered by many software vendors.” 

“We’ve always prided ourselves on having the most robust billing features available and split billing adds 

to that arsenal,” said Hasan. “We can confidently say that no other cloud-based software offers the 

flexibility TimeSolv does in how you bill your clients. From adaptable billing rates that are unmatched to 

split billing now, we can handle every billing scenario.” 

ABOUT TIMESOLV 

TimeSolv helps lawyers and other professionals increase their billable time and get paid faster. TimeSolv 

is the most comprehensive, yet easy-to-use cloud time and expense billing software proven since 1999 

with over $5.5 billion billed. TimeSolv can be used off line and online.  Data can sync bidirectionally 
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between TimeSolv and QuickBooks. Compatible with PCs and Macs, iPad and other tablets, iPhones and 

Android App. TimeSolv is headquartered in Eagan, Minnesota. 
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